
# 2859, *PRE-SALE* GORGEOUS
2-BEDROOM CAP CANA CONDO WITH GOLF
FRONTAGE | JUST 0.6 MILES TO THE
BEACH! 

  Condominium.   $ 355,000  

Cap Cana, Dominican Republic
Exclusive Condo Pre-Sale Project in Cap Cana: Early Pricing Available!
Welcome to Cap Cana, the ideal getaway! An extraordinary opportunity to indulge in an incredibly
opulent lifestyle is provided by this prestigious pre-sale property. This construction provides an
unmatched experience, catering to those who seek both calm and activity, and is located just 0.6
kilometers from the magnificent Juanillo beach. This project is all about space, from the perfectly
planned flats to the carefully built shared areas. Each apartment has a generous amount of living
space, so you may customize your oasis while still feeling comfortable. These apartments create
an air of openness that puts you at rest right away thanks to their high ceilings and an abundance
of natural light. Enjoy life's finest things with the help of the on-site amenities created to improve
your standard of living. Enjoy your favorite beverages in the chic bar, relax in the infinity pool that
views out over the verdant golf course, and keep active in the well-stocked gym. The co-working
space, surrounded by peaceful reflection ponds, offers a tranquil and efficient setting for people
wishing to work remotely or interact with others. You can feel the opulence and sophistication of
this extraordinary development as soon as you enter the double-height lobby. The panoramic
elevators bring a touch of luxury to your everyday routines by providing spectacular vistas as you
travel between floors. When it comes to finishes, nothing less than perfection is acceptable. The
developer has a track record of completing high-quality projects and has over 35 years of
experience in construction in the Dominican Republic. Every element, from the flooring to the
fittings, has been carefully picked to go above and beyond expectations and offer a luxurious living
environment. Each apartment has been thoughtfully positioned to highlight the beauty of the
surrounding environment, so you can wake up to stunning views of the new golf course. This
environment offers a serene and motivating atmosphere, regardless of whether you're an expert
golfer or simply enjoy the gorgeous foliage. With the aid of this outstanding condo development,
embrace the art of coastal living. Don't pass up the opportunity to lock in early pricing and join this
extraordinary community, which promises a life of luxury, convenience, and scenic beauty. Return
to paradise!

Name Jazzibel Munoz
Phone (732) 351-6757

BASE INFORMATION:
Bed :  2
Bath :  2

LAND INFORMATION:
Sq. ft. :  1302

BUILDING INFORMATION:
Built on :  0
Remodeled on :  0
Number of Floors : 
Floor area (Lower) :  0
Floor area (Main
Level)

:  0

Floor area (Upper) :  0
Floor area (Total) :  0
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